One-stop shop – optimising downtimes for profitable operations
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Experience an effective combination of aircraft services and a
prompt return to scheduled operations. Choose our integrated
one-stop shop solutions.
“Put our proven and trusted skillset to work for you and gain the
edge on achieving profitable operations. Rely on our one-stop
shop as your single source for optimised heavy maintenance
downtimes and a reliable return to operations. Simply select the
combination of services that suit your individual priorities. Our
one-stop shop is just like your handy pocketknife – it expands to
reveal a solution for every need.”
David Ricklin, General Manager Site Geneva, RUAG Aviation
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One-stop shop versatility for optimised downtimes
We are a multi-skilled, multi-tasking partner. Six areas of competence are at your service, ready to
support your individual needs with flexibility, transparency, and streamlined processes. Select your
combination of solutions to include heavy maintenance checks, system upgrades, cabin interiors,
aircraft painting, FBO, and support and consulting. As your single source for aircraft support
services we are able to manage your specified downtime reliably, safeguarding your scheduling
and profitability priorities.
Your trusted partner, your authorised service centre
Excellence in engineering and MRO is at the core of everything we do. Your aircraft benefits from
our long-standing expertise and OEM approvals, proven to optimise performance and enhance
safety. Our engineering team guarantees direct Design Organisation Approval (DOA) and EASA
Part 145, 21G, and 21J compliance, as well as FAA repair station status, ensuring accuracy for all
development, modifications, upgrades and repairs.
Select your combination aircraft services at RUAG Aviation today.
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